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Executive Summary

Our project focus on the line to line relay protection testing and fault analysis with GPS coordinated. This is a new kind of relay protection. In our project modeling and simulation part, we created a 230KV transmission line system with two SEL421 relays to test this new method’s behavior. Because of their time-aligned information, it is available to let different place relay see the fault based on the coordinated time. This is also help for the after fault analysis of fault current, voltage magnitude and angle change. In our experiment part, we used both SEL 311L and SEL 421 relay with Doble F6150A power simulator to test this new method, and got the fault waveform and text output. Furthermore, we discussed its future protection applications on distance relay back up (Zone 3) scheme, large-scale power system using and new out-of-step protection algorithm building.
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1. Introduction

Development of modern communication technology and the need for selectivity of switched line faults in the shortest time, have inspired power system protection communications schemes for line current differential, phase comparison and distance protection communication based protection [1-22].

![Figure 1: Relay with GPS coordinated](image)

For the modern smart power system, they need more and more relays could be able to transmit data and fault information based on a uniformed time zone. And also, it is a quite big challenge for relays, what will the relay system to see the line fault? How to deal with the two different side data? Right now the answer is belong to the WAMS and PMU devices[23,24]. Synchronized phasor measurement units (PMUs) were first introduced in early 1980s, then have become a mature technology with many applications [25-55]. With the occurrence of major blackouts in many power systems around the world, the value of data provided by PMUs has been recognized, and installation of PMUs on power transmission networks of most major power systems has become an important current activity[53,54].

The occurrence of major blackouts in many major power systems around the world has given a new impetus for large-scale implementation of wide-area measurement systems using PMUs and phasor data concentrators (PDCs) in a hierarchical structure[1,5,26-32]. Data provided by the PMUs are very accurate and enable system analysis to determine the exact sequence of events which have led to the blackouts, and help analyze the sequence of events which helps pinpoint the exact causes and malfunctions that may have contributed to the catastrophic failure of the power system[3,7,18-29].

As experience with WAMS is gained, it is natural that other uses of phasor measurements will be found. In particular, significant literature already exists which deals with application of phasor measurements to system monitoring, protection and control[56-71].

2. Background

2.1. Power system phasor definition

A pure sinusoidal waveform can be represented by a unique complex number known as a phasor. Consider a sinusoidal signal [1,3,12]:
\[ x(t) = X_m \cos(wt + \phi) \quad (1) \]

The phasor representation of this sinusoid is given by \([1,2,21]\)

\[ X = \frac{X_m}{\sqrt{2}} e^{j\phi} = \frac{X_m}{\sqrt{2}} (\cos\phi + j\sin\phi) \quad (2) \]

2.2. Synchrophasor definition and measurements

Although a constant phasor implies a stationary sinusoidal waveform, in practice it is necessary to deal with phasor measurements which consider the input signal over a finite data window. In many PMUs the data window in use is one period of the fundamental frequency of the input signal. If the power system frequency is not equal to its nominal value (it seldom is), the PMU uses a frequency-tracking step and thus estimates the period of the fundamental frequency component before the phasor is estimated. It is clear that input signal may have harmonic or nonharmonic components.

The task of the PMU is to separate the fundamental frequency component and find its phasor representation \([1,31,37,50,71,73]\).

The most common technique for determining the phasor representation of an input signal is to use data samples taken from the waveform, and apply the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to compute the phasor\([2,14-19]\).

If \(x_k (k = 0, 1, \ldots, N-1)\) are the \(N\) samples of the input signal taken over one period, then the phasor representation is given by \((3)\)

\[ X = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{N} \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} x_k e^{-j \frac{2\pi k}{N}} \quad (3) \]

2.3. SEL421 relay connection

The SEL-421 Relay records power system events with very high accuracy when you provide high-accuracy clock input signals, such as from a GPS receiver. SEL-421 relays placed at key substations can give you information on power system operating conditions in real time \([72]\).

Based on the high-accuracy time input, the relay calculates synchrophasors for current and line voltages (for each phase and for positive-sequence), as specified in C37.118, IEEE Standard for Synchrophasors for Power Systems \([13-15]\). The whole SEL421 relay function box can be organized in Fig.3.
Our relay, the SEL-421, can be configured to work as a PMU, which stands for Phasor Measurement Unit. PMU, or otherwise known as synchrophasor, is a device that measures electrical waves on an electricity grid using a common time source for synchronization. This allows us to take synchronized real-time measurements of multiple measured points on the grid. Synchrophasors are one of the most important measuring devices for the future of power systems. The GPS in our system is what makes the synchrophasor measurements possible.

The PMU has 6 current channels and 6 voltage channels. From these 12 channels, the PMU can measure up to 20 synchrophasors. 15 of those are 15 phase synchrophasors and 5 are positive-sequence synchrophasors. The global enable setting EPMU must be set to Y before the remaining synchrophasor settings are available. The PMU can be configured to process C37.118 synchrophasor data received from two remote PMUs over serial ports. The PMU processes the remote PMU data, time aligns them with the local data, and makes them available as analogs and digitals. Use the local synchrophasor analogs and as many as two remote sets of synchrophasor analogs in SELOGIC equations to do real-time control applications. The rate at which to expect messages from the remote synchrophasor device is RTCRATE. MRTCDLY selects the maximum acceptable delay for received synchrophasor messages. PMUMODE is used when you want to use the port to receive synchrophasor data from another device. Set this setting to either CLIENTA or CLIENTB.

The PMU can be configured to record synchrophasor data by setting EPMDR := Y. Select one of the data configuration q you want to record using SPMDR setting where q = 1-NUMPHDC. Create a recording trigger using PMTRIG SELOGIC setting. On the rising edge of PMTRIG, the PMU starts recording synchrophasor data and the duration and the pretrigger duration of the recording are user settable. The EPMDR setting is used to enable synchrophasor data recording. The PMLER sets the total length of the synchrophasor data recording in seconds. The PMPRE sets the length of the pretrigger data within the synchrophasor data recording.

Fig.4 shows how the PMU uses signal processing to measure the synchrophasors. The basic flow of how this works is that an input signal gets passed through a low-pass filter which transforms it into two sinusoids. Each sinusoid is 90 degrees apart from each other to produce real and imaginary parts of the synchrophasor. Then they are synchronized to absolute time. This is done to provide an absolute time reference so it can be tracked for the synchrophasor. The output is the magnitude and angle of the synchrophasor.
Now we will describe a bit about how the synchrophasor frequency is calculated. The PMU calculates the frequency by using the following formula. $\theta_k$ is the V1nPMA and $\theta_{k-1}$ is the V1nPMA, but just one cycle before it. $\Delta t$ of course is just the time difference between the angle calculations.

$$f_k = \frac{(\theta_k - \theta_{k-1})}{\Delta t \times 360}$$

Then the PMU will average the frequency just as shown below.

$$f_{avg_k} = \frac{1}{S} \sum_{n=0}^{S} f_{k-n}$$

This will happen if $PMFRQA = S$

$$f_{avg_k} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{n=0}^{S} f_{k-n}$$

This will happen if $PMFRQA = F$

The rate of change of the frequency will then be calculated by the PMU by the following equation.

$$\frac{df}{dt} = \frac{f_{avg_k} - f_{avg_{k-1}}}{\Delta t}$$

2.4. SEL311L relay settings

SEL311L is a line current differential protection and automation relay, which can also connect to GPS signals. It also has the synchrophasor function box which can work well with SEL GPS 2407 [73]. What’s more, this relay has a higher tolerance of GPS signals time delay than SEL421, so in the test part, we also use this relay to test the system.

2.5. GPS clock connection

Our Project is using GPS equipment called SEL-2407 to input time signal into relay equipment. The SEL-2407 has high-accuracy timing application for SEL-421, our relay equipment. This part will introduce how to connect, set up and test these equipments for simulation [74].
SEL-2407 has a good performance about providing accurate time signal, such as ±100 ns of UTC. In the application of synchronized sampling in the SEL 421, it just require clock source with ±500 ns accuracy. Hence, SEL-2407 could assure real-time in simulation of relay with respect of this project.

2.6. SEL 3351 system computing platform

This device is SEL's embedded automation computing platform, which is built to withstand harsh environments in utility substations and industrial control and automation systems [75]. This device has multi I/O part and special designed hardware and framework to collect the data from all kinds of Relays. It can also works as an normal data concentrator and local controller. In this reports, we are using SEL 3351 to connect and control the SEL 421 relay.

2.7. Doble Power System Simulator

Doble F6150A power simulator is a relay testing device which can supply 3 phase voltage and current in separated ports [76]. It has a software which can mimic a virtual manual control panel for people to input the data. Besides this, it also has a industrially used automatic function—“MACRO”, which can create a testing plan and allow tester to use ATP simulation waveform to test the relay.
In this report, we think this model using more lab stuff than real industrial equipment. We want to see the real relays, like SEL421, its behavior on GPS synchronized system. So based on this previous work, we recreate our model and use SEL421 and GPS clock2407 and its software to build our grid. For the further fault signal testing, we use doble power simulator to give variable current and voltage to mimic different situations.

3. Proposed Approach

3.1. Relay Testing Power System Modeling Build

The test setup consists of a power system model in real-time simulator and two SEL-421 relays connected in a closed loop fashion, as shown below. The two relays are time synchronized to a GPS clocker. The power system models assuming are two 230KV generator, transferring power through parallel transmission lines, line 1 and line 2. The two SEL-421 relays protect the line and measure the synchrophasor data.

![Power protection testing model](image)

**Table 1: 230kV Model power system data sheet**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive-sequence line impedance</td>
<td>39@84 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero-sequence line impedance</td>
<td>124@81.5 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source impedance (Z1S=Z0S)</td>
<td>50@86 ohms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PTR</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTR</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase Rotation</td>
<td>ABC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Distance Zone parameters setting**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Zone1) Z1mag</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z1ang</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Zone2) Z2mag</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z2ang</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maximum load current is 495A (primary)

Line length 50 miles

In this report’s simulation, we use the SEL standard relay testing model----230kV Overhead line distance protection model. The detailed setting values are shown in Tab.1 and Tab.2. The overview...
system shows like in Fig. 7.

3.2. Relay Fault Behavior Testing with ASPEN software

![Simple model for software simulation](image1)

Figure 10: Simply model for software simulation

We set the SEL421 relays to operate zone1 and zone 2 distance protection, also we test the SEL 311L with overcurrent protection. We also used a POTT scheme to improve security. Table 1 shows the system data used for this report. Fig.9 shows the Aspen simulation diagram.

![Aspen simulation](image2)

Figure 11: Aspen simulation

For the relay type chosen, because the ASPEN software right now do not have the appropriate SEL 4XX level for using, we are trying to use the most similar one. In this experiment, we will mainly use the relay line protection function, which can be replaced by SEL211. For the relay settings, we use phase Distance relay type.

3.3. Relay Testing with Doble F6150A and ATP

The powerful system simulator machine, Doble F6150A can not only simulate the fault current and voltage by manual control panel, but also do automatic large scale fault simulations with ATP data. They allow us to use Doble Macro function tools to create transient situations to test complex relay. In this time, we use the EE 5224 power protection lab model to test our system of left side. The ATP

![Atp model for simulation](image3)

Figure 12: Atp model for simulation
4. Result

4.1. ASPEN Simulation Result

Line to line fault at the middle of line.

Figure 13: Aspen result for distance protection

Figure 14: Result of Line to line middle fault
Line to ground fault

Figure 15: Aspen result of line to ground fault

Figure 16: relay result of line to ground fault
Line to line fault at the line end

Figure 17: Aspen result of Line to Line fault at the line end

Figure 18: Relay trip result of Line end fault
4.2. Experiments Result

For our system, we are going to have two results. First, we will evaluate the relay device when we finished the building process by testing relay in two situations (with or without GPS signals). Second, we will evaluate this system stability or other dynamic abilities when we add some fault situation into relay.

Without using SEL 421 unit, we used SEL311L to achieve our goals. Then reason of this replace is SEL 421 device needs more accuracy cables and GPS time intervals setting, which we cannot reach by existed equipment. Our cables are normal communication wire which be used as electronic signal control, but here relay needs a High IRIB cable, more or less like fiber optic one.
Because of this, the relay 421 is very often to show the “Aborted, High Accuracy Time needed!” error.

But for SEL 311L, this relay can handle larger time delay and able to correlate with normal GPS signal communication cables.

4.2.1. Relay fault with GPS coordinated

In this part, we used the ATP model to generate a .pl4 file with several seconds. Using doble macro function, which shows in Fig.21, we can mimic a fault waveform to our relay. Fig.22 shows the HMI interface with GPS signals. And the Fig.23 shows the relay event viewer embedded in AcSelerator software. Because of lacking the PDC equipment, we cannot combine two different relay data into one diagram to compare their wave, but we still can see their waveform separately.

![Figure 21: Doble Macro Settings](image1)

![Figure 22: Relay GPS coordinated information](image2)

Relay Trip event for analysis

Trip data in dots

Trip data with phasor information

![Figure 23: Relay Event for tripping analysis](image3)
4.2.2. Relay trip result comparison

In this part, we do the same fault trip time collections to compare the relay with or without GPS signals different. In Fig. 24 and Fig. 25, it shows the comparison result of several cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Fault distance(percentage)</th>
<th>Fault type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local</td>
<td>remote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Case summary of fault distance and types

![Graph](image1)

**Figure 24:** Relay with line to line fault comparison

![Graph](image2)

**Figure 25:** Relay with 3-phase fault comparison
5. Recommendation of future work

5.1. Improve system scale to test the performance

By now we are only dealing with a two-terminal system. For future work, we are going to add some more relay into this system, like in Fig.15, mimics a three generator nine bused IEEE standard system to a more complex grid relay protection behavior [1,20-35].

5.2. Analysis relay Zone-3 protection with GPS coordinated

From the Fig.27, the loadability limit imposed by zone-3 setting of a distance relay. This relay has a MHO characteristic, which is commonly used. As the load increases along the bold arrow, it would enter the tripping zone of the relay and cause an inappropriate trip [1,56-62]. For such locally power protections, the latency of communicating information from remote sites are vital disadvantages. Therefore with synchronized phasor measurement’s help, it may solve these complex protection problems, as shown in Fig.16.
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Appendix

1. Working Schedule

Week 6    Group meeting for our topic choosing and system building
Week 7    Group meeting for our future problem analyzing and literature searching
Week 8    Group work for basic relay model building and discussion about literature reviewing
Week 9    Group work for system building and basic testing
Week 10   Group discussion about our project writing and system analysis
Week 11   Group collaboration of project report draft writing and final system testing
Week 12   Submit the draft report and further system dynamic behavior testing
Week 13   Final conclusion of our system and preparing for the presentation
Week 14   Final Presentation and project hand in

2. Journal paper review

Journal Paper Review has been sealed in a separated assignment work, which has been submitted with an Assignment cover sheet.

3. GPS Setting Figures

3.1 Connection

Fig.28 shows basic method to connect relay SEL-421 and SEL-2407. In our project, we use newer relay hardware which only has one IRIG-B connector. This GPS equipment could report synchrophasor data to relay and achieve real-time and accurate application after right connection. Important notices are:
3.2 Setting

Clock port settings for this application are shown in following steps:

Control (DIP) switch SW6, ON; control (DIP) switch SW7, ON (OUT1 set for IRIG-B000 with IEEE 1344 and IEEE C37.118 extensions format). IRIG-B is a serial data time format consisting of a 1-second frame that contains 100 pulses divided into fields. All remaining settings are default.

3.3 Test

In order to set the control (DIP) switches, removing the front panel is necessary. Using the serial port status command STA (which means request clock status and satellite signal strength) to verify settings is another way to check control (DIP) switch setting. Removing power is also imperative to avoid damage to the circuit board attached to the front panel. Fig.29 shows the control (DIP) and battery location.

3.4 Specification

Receiver: Satellite Tracking: GPS L1, C/A Code (1575.42 MHz)

Acquisition Times:   Typical cold start: 330s

Clock Accuracy: 1 PPS: ±100 ns average, ±500 ns peak

Antenna Requirements: 5V active antenna and 35 dB preamp

Electrical Output Drive Levels: Demodulated IRIG-B/PPS, TTL (OUT1-OUT6): 120 mA, 3.5 V dc, 25 ohms.

Power Supply:   Rating: 24, 48, 125, 250 V dc; 120 and 230 V ac; 50/60 Hz
Range: 18-300 V dc or 85-264 V ac

Operating Temperature Range: -40° to +80°

Humidity: 0% to 95% without condensation

Altitude: 2000 m maximum

4. SEL 421 Relay Setting Figures

The SEL-421 features two IRIG-B timekeeping modes, IRIG and high accuracy IRIG, called HIRIG. The HIRIG mode replaces the PPS mode in previous SEL-421-2 and SEL-421-3 relays, which required a separate 1K PPS time input in firmware versions R111 and earlier.

Word bit TSOK asserts when the SEL-421 is in HIRIG mode. And the SEL-421 must be in the HIRIG mode in order for synchrophasor features to operate.

![Figure 30: High-Accuracy Timekeeping Connections](image1)

![Figure 31: SEL421 Distance relay setting](image2)
Figure 32: SEL421 synchrophasor phasor measurement